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EDITORIAL.

This term has been characterised by a startling increase
in the varied activities which take place after school. vVe
have seen the foundations of a Scout Movement laid through
the efforts of Mr. Armstrong. The membership of the troop
has been necessarily restricted, until the seniors first accepted
become sufficiently grounded in the rudiments of Scouting.

The Musical Society has extended its scope, and has
provided three concerts for the rest of the school, in aU of
which the items presented reached an extremely high
standard. The first concert was notable because of the 'fact
that the school gramophone came into public use for the
first time.

Last but not least, we have the production by the
masters of "Ambrose Applejohn's Adventure." The pro-
duction of this play gave a much-needed fillip to members of
the Senior School. On the day following the production,
several boys were heard to mention the fact that the school
itself has not yet produced a long three act or five act play.
That the school would have the full support and co-operation
of the staff is ,assured. We are singularly blessed in having
a staff, all the members of which take a keen delight in such
activities. They have done and will continue to do al] in
their power to foster acting and music in the school. The
masters' part-singing, the productions for the End-of-Term
Concerts, and the 'activities of the Music Society show their
keen interest.

Again, there is no lack of talent in the school. The
plays produced at the end of each year show a uniformly
high standard, and it should not be difficult to create a
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society. All that is necessary is a lead from a master and
from seniors in the school.

In the near future, therefore, I look to see a dramatic
society firmly founded on the bedrock of constant member-
ship of those boys who possess acting talent. I request alJ
those interested to attend the meeting which will bc hed
next term to discuss ways and means. Let us see if w,~
cannot found a Society which will add more and more to the
already considerable prestige which our .actors have g-ained
for themselves and the School.

SCHOOL LISTS.

The School Officials for this term have been:-
Head Prefect: P. D. J. Campbell.
Prefects: M. Young, H. H. Eato, R. D. Watkinson,

A. L. Field, F. B. Grasar, W. J. Driffi11, 1.. D. J.
Whitehead, J. L. Sykes.

Football Oaptain: H. H. Eato; Vice-Captain: J. L.
Sykes.

Magazine Committee: Mr. Richards, M. Young (EeL),
D. P. Wright (Sub-Ed.), H. H. Eato (Sports Ed.).

Librarians: Mr. Gaze, vV. J. Driffi11, and F. B. Grasar
(Senior Ref.).

House Captains and Masters:-
Nelthorpe: H. H. Eato, Mr. A. Gregory.
School: J. L. Sykes, Mr. J. T. Daughton.
Sheffield: M. Young, Mr. W. Lamb.
Yarborough: G. W. Wi11erton, Mr. A. E. Knight.

National Savings Association: Mr. A. T. Dodd (Sec.),
A. L. Field (Asst. Sec.), Mr. J. T. Daughton
('Treas. ) .

SCHOOL NOTES.

We welcomed back this term Mr. A. T. Dodd, who
was absent for a long time last term through i11ness. At the
same time, our best wishes go with Mr. P. D. Farre11, who
came to fill the vacancy caused by Mr. Dodd's iJlness.

W;e offer our heartiest congratulations to IR. Gaze, F.
Cram, J. W. Wright and A. R. Codling, who have been
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successful in gaining Cambridge School Certificates, especi-
ally to Gaze and Wright who were awarded honours.

We were pleased to See a large number of boys take
an interest in the three concerts given by the Musical Society
this term. The programmes on each occasion were varied
and interesting, and we look forward to hearing more of
these concerts.

This term, Mr. Armstrong has superintended the laying
of the foundations for a Scout troop. We hope that the
interest of the junior members will, during the summer term,
be aroused to such an extent that a large troop wi]] be
formed.

We have had again the pleasure of seeing the masters
produce a play of their own. "Ambrose Applejohn's

Adventure" was a rousing success, in that those who went
to the production came away completely satisfied with it.
Let us hope that such a play will become an annual fixture.
I am sure that the Staff will be sufficiently supported inside
and outside the School.

Owing to the short spring term, it has been decided to;

~range for the School Competitions during the first month
of next term.

Although the weather during the first part of the term
might have been mistaken for summer conditions, the out-
look for the cross-country race now seems to be r,ather
watery. Some wit suggested that swimming costumes
would be more suitable for the occasion, but his suggestion
was not accepted.

JACK BUTTON,
died 29th January, 1934,

age 17 years.

We mourn the loss of one who by his manly
courage, his cheerful disposition, his never-failing
courtesy, and his enthusiasms gained our love and
respect. In spite of his physical weaknesses he
lived intensively, and happily. His sudden death
was a great shock to us all, and we extend our
sympathies to his relativ,es.
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SAL VETE.

Aston, F. C. (S.H.)
Lee, W. E. D. (S.H.)

Davy, R. F. (N.)
Denton, D. A. (N.)

V ALETE.

U.VI:-
W. J. Potts (Y. 1928-34). School Cert., 1932 (Honours) j

School Prefect, 1933.
Address :-Station Road, Ulceby.

L.VI :-
C. T. White (S. 1928-34). School Cert., 1933.

Address :-149, Berkeley Street, Scunthorpe.
W. E. Twidle (N. 1927-34). School Cert., 1932 and 193:t

Address :-Scawby, Brigg.
W. Robinson (N. 1928-34). School Cert., 1932 and 19:3:~

(Honours). Member of ]st XI Cricket, ID3:t
2nd XI Football, 1933-34.

Address :-3, Garden Street, Brigg.
J. Lockwood (S. 1928-34). School Cert., 1933.

Address :-1, Alex.andra Road, Ashby, Scunthorpc. .

W. H. Johnson (S. 1928-34). School Cert., 1933.
Address :-17, Teale Street, Scunthorpe.

F. Cram (N. 1930-34). School Cert., 1933.
Address :-Station House, Scawby, Brigg.

B. J. B. Cliff (Y. 1925-34).
Address :-The Poplars, Wrawby, Brigg.

J. Bocock (S. 1928-34). School Cert., 1933.
Address :-48, Long Road, Crosby, Scunthorpe.

U.Va:-
L. Clark (Y. 1928~34).

Address :-The Grange, Worlaby, Brigg.
U.Vc:-
N. J. Morley (Y. 1929-34).

Address :-Bonby, Brigg.
R. Clark (S. 1929-34). Under )XIV Football, 1929-,30.

Football Colours ,1933. Under XIV Cricket, 1930.
2nd XI. Cricket, 1933.

Address :-16, Parkinson Avenue, Scunthorpe.
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IVb:-
J. Hollowday (Y. 1928-34).

Address:- Coronation Road, Ulceby.

OLD BOYS' NOTES.

Congratulations to Mr. J. W. Cowling, secretary of the
O.B.A., on hi.s marriage to Miss E. M. Price, of Boston.
Old boys are asked to note that his address will in future be

"HiJlcrest," Wrawby, Brigg.
Other Old Boys who have recently joined the ranks of

the benedicts are Mr. G. H. Fowler, who married Miss
Powell, cif Kirmington, and Mr. R. H. L. Ketteringham,
who married Miss E. M. Cundall, of Crowle. All Old Boys
will join in wishing them every happiness.

Mr. Ronald Taylor was presented with a son and heir
on March 12th last.

1\1:r. E. F. Brown achieved further fame as a referee by
the able manner in which he controlled the F.A. Cup-tic
between Hull City and Manchester City.

.

Mr. A. Glasbie is now ,an Engine Room Artificer in the
Royal Navy. He has just recovered from an attack of
tonSllitis and is now looking forward to a cruise to the West
Indies.

Mr. W. E. Grasar is still at the English College, Rome,
studying for the priesthood. He is expected home for a

short vacation this summer.
Mr. L. Fixter who, by the way, has been a proud

father for some time, is conducting a travelling lending
library.

Mr. G. Hall is travelling in cattle foods, etc., and is
soon to transfer his activities to Northamptonshire. His
elder brother, Mr. R. Hall, is comfortably settled in a
teaching berth in Scarborough.

Mr. H. Gilgal10n is fast earning a reputation among-
Scunthorpe dancers as a dance band leader.

Mr. G. W. Smith is now teaching in Messing-ham'.
Mr. A. J. Jeffery succeeded another Old Boy, Mr,

T. L. Sumpter, as President of the Scunthorpe and Frod-
ingham Teachers' Association. Mr. Jeffery is also President
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of the Scunthorpe Schools' Football Association.
Mr. K. J. Jarman has returned from Canada.

SCHOOL' HOUSE NOTES.

We welcome to our numbt:r this term vV.E.D. Lee and,
C. Aston, and hope that by now they are ful1y accustomed
to their ,environment. On Sunday evenings this term we
have had several interesting talks, including addresses from
Mr. Bunker on the" Orchestra," and from Mr. HI!.,
M.A.L.L.M., on" Historic Lincoln"; to the latter gentleman
we are especially grateful for his offer to obtain permission
for our inspection of places of particular interest. Early in
the term Mr. and Mrs. Tyson entertained us with songs
and violin solos; we ,are looking forward to a visit from
Mr. Pratt on the 18th. We wish to thank Mr. Gaze and
and the Headmaster for speaking to us on other Sunday
nights. A few weeks ago we were favoured by a visit from
Canon Hicks, and we are honoured that so eminent a member
of the Church should consent to speak to the House.

The house has seen two plays this term, both of which
were thoroughly enjoyed by all; they were" Nothing but the
Truth" and the Masters' play" Ambrost: Applejohn's
Adventure. "

U'nder the supervision of G. W. Tatam and R. '"V.
Porter, who have spent much of their spare time in
cataloguing, the house library has been reorganised and

additional books have been bought. Upon the Head's
suggestion, a voluntary subscription fund has been opened
on behalf of the library funds, the Head generously offering
to contribute 5/- for every £1 raised; this venture has met
with phenomenal success, and thanks are due to those who
have so readily responded. We should like to thank Mr.
E. H. Walker for his gift to this fund. Although the house
is once more third in football order, we can feel proud of its
achievement on the sports field-the 1st XI emerging-
unconquered-and hope that the scores are ,an indication that
School House is once more gaining its old position among
the others.

At the time of writing, weare unable to say how fortune
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has dealt with us in the Cross Country, in regard to which
we must pursue the Asquithian policy of "Wait and see."
vVe shall be severely handicapped by the unavoidable
absence of Campbell, who is in Oxford, but whatever may
be our lot, we can at least pride ourselves on having trained
with unequalled zeal and intensity.

We are pleased to record that Trevor VV. Willford,
our former captain, is making a steady recovery; we extend
our best wishes to him for further progress along the path
to health.

We sustain a loss, as our matron, Miss M. Knight, is
leaving us this term; in addition to her efficiency as matron,
she has always shown wholesome enthusiasm and support
for any internal activities of the House, and her genial
presence will be sadly missed.

Our best wishes go with A. H. W,alker, who is leaving
us this term, although-here we must apologise for divulging
a secret-Walker has been handicapped by a one-time
fracture of a leg, by pneumonia, and other divers disease~, he
has contributed of his best in the interests of the Hous~.

J.L.S.
G.W.T.

This term the house suffers the Joss of its captain, J. L.
Sykes, who is about to enter the potato business. For five
years J. L. Sykes has served loyally both school and house
in every phase of outdoor and indoor activity. He has
prominently represented the school in athletics and cricket,
while as vice-captain of football he has contributed his best
towards the success of his team. The house wishes him
every success in his future career. R.W.P.

G.W.T.

NEL THORPE HOUSE NOTES.

This term brings us to the close of the Football Season.
Our 1st XI have won 41 out of a possible 9 points, while
our 2nd XI have won all their matches, thus making us
runners up for the Football Cup.
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At the time of writing we are in the middle of our
tr,aining for the Cross Country, and we can certainly look
upon the result as a favourable one, since many of our
stalwarts of last year are still with us. We can moreover
look forw.ard to great athletic successes which should put
us well on the way to the Cock House Cup.

H. H. EATO.
We shall greatly miss the services of our captain, who

by his example, has led the House to victory on the football

and cricket fields. We wish him every success in his future
career. D. P. WRIGHT.

SHEFFIELD HOUSE NOTES.

It would seem that my optimism of last term was
unwarranted. Yet although we lost every match, the per-
formances of both teams were highly commendable. They
fought to the last, and the House matches of 19:34 shou]d be
an examp]e to follow in succeeding years.

The Cross-country Race is yet to be run. The House
has trained consistently for this event, and if determination
wins races, then Sheffield House would win this race. The
juniors have been especially good in training, and it is
possible that some of them may gain a place in the House
twelve. This year a system of standard points has been
introduced. The members of the House must remember
that a standard point counts towards the House total and
the more that are obtained, the higher the position we shaH
reach.

We were unfortunate this term in losing R. CJark,
C. T. White, J. Lockwood, J. Bocock and D. Dodd. For
the last two years, we have been unfortunate in losing our
most capable men just before the House matches. But
although Fortune deals us heavy blows, we must continue to
fight with all our power. M. YOUNG.

F. B. GRASAR.

YARBOROUGH HOUSE NOTES.

Our efforts in the House matches have again enabJed
us to gain the football cup. Our 1st XI gained seven-and-
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a-half points out of a possible nine, and the 2nd X I gained
four out of a possible six.

At the time of going to press the Cross-country has yet
to be decided, but we should not disgrace ourselves since
only a few of our last year's runners have left us. Let us
hope that this event will take us yet another step towards
the Cock House Cup, the other steps being the Swimming,
Cricket and Athletic Cups.

All our members should keep themselves fit (individual
p01l1ts do count on the Sports Field) and put in plenty of
practice with the bat and ball to help us in our quest for the
Cock House Cup. G. W.

H.E.H.

SIXTH FORM NOTES.

MODERN STUDIES NOTES.
\Ve have no doubt that the school felt a senous

disappointment last term in the omission of the Sixth .Form
notes, by which I mean, as I need hardly mention, th~ only
intelligent portion of the Sixth, that is the Modern Stpclies.
There is, of course, in existence a certain contemptible little
section called the Maths and Science, which has, however,
been almost entirely forgotten except when it breaks down
the mucous membrane of the saner members of the schoo]
with gaseous elements. Last term we were unfortunately
deprived of the services of .M. Thomas, and we are
to be bereaved of another of olIr children this term in the
person of C. Coult, whose departure will be a serious blow
to the orchestr,a, or (as some would call it) squawkestra.
The Modern Students have many and varied interests-
foothall, cross-country running, rambling, chess-playing, and
even physical training. During one lesson a week Mr.
Thumwood has instilled into the upper section the mysteries
of biology and has even touched upon the sovereign art of S.
Q. Lapius. The French play at Hul1 was duly voted an
unqualified success, ,and a similar appellation was bestowed
upon the play of our learned preceptors, "Ambrose Apple-

john's Adventure."
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MATHS. AND SCIENCE NOTES.
Bitterly did we say goodbye to Bocock, J., and White,

C. T., to Cram, F., and Harrison, G. W., whose short stay
with us has ended this term. Sadly, too, did we watch
Potts, W. J., depart from our midst. But though our
number has waned, yet have our attractions waxed great,
for-hush I-quietly do we perceive certain essays by note-
worthy followers of Elysium into our barbarous realms.
Quietly are we asked how problems might be solved, or
substances prepared, and often are we lured into debates
upon atomic structure, and indefinite divisibility. Mr. Dodd
has evidently also become alarmed by the rapid diminution
of our number, for, ,after inspiring in us great interest in the
functions of poisons, he has locked from our grasp all
possibility of experimental research.

We must thank certain of our number for their highly
informative discourses on the pleasures experienced by the
fox in foxhunts, and the spiking of the chickens' feet for
cock-fights. We have produced visions of the next world
war that would have made our rivals writhe in envy. But
our greatest boast over them is our str.aightforwardness.
We endeavoured to hold a mock trial, but found that we
had to say" I swear that the evidence which I give will be
lies, good lies, and nothing .but lies," before we could make

a case strong enough for consideration.
We would recall the exams. as one of the chief events

of this term. But no! We dare not.
ALPHA.

B.G.S.N.S.A.

There has been a considerable rise in the amount of
investment into this scheme, this term. For ]ast term we
recorded a total contribution of £4 14s. 6d. This term, we
have received £6 19s. 6d., although the number of con-
tributors has decreased slightly. The cause of the increase
is the return of several prodigals, who, though they were
members, had lost recollection of that advantage. But there
are still c~rtain members who do not contribute. The new
scheme, which enables members to deposit into the Post
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Office Savings Bank, if they so wish, has now been com-
pletely adopted, and is well used by the few who regularly
contribute.

We wish to remind our forgetful members that we are
not asking for their money; we are not even asking them
to save their money. We ask them to place it where it will
be more than safe-where it will be increased.

The Chairman of this branch is Mr. Gaze, the Head-
master being the treasurer, and Mr. Dodd, the Secretary.

A.L.F.

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY.

Though the orchestra made no public appearance during-
this term, the members have met regularly every Friday,
and while continuing to study the pieces of ]ast term, have
played two new orchestrations of Mr. Pratt, "Romance,"
by Tschaikowsky and" Plainte d'Amour" by Tellier. Some
boys have expressed disappointment that there is no end
of term concert, but it was found that the shortness of the \

term, the mid-term examinations and pr,actice for the cross-
country race would make preparation for a concert
impossible.

We are pleased to be able to say that the hopes we
expressed in last term's issue of the magaizne were realised
and that the Society held three meetings apart from those
of the orchestr.a. These proved popular, the average attend-
ance being nearly fifty. Readers will remember the views
expressed by Coult on classical music and by Atkinson on
modern dance music in last term's magazine. At our first
meeting we had an opportunity of listening to both kinds,
when Young and Atkinson played gramophone records,
producing arguments in favour of classical and modern dance
music respectively. The programme was a very enjoyable
one, and we thank Mr. Morris for his assistance and the loan
of records.

The second meeting was a miscellaneous concert, at
which L. Harrison sang two traditional songs of Linco]n-
shire, Coult played Handel's Violin Sonata in A, Fussey a
"Song Without Words" of Mendelssohn, Basil Gregory and
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Kenneth Jones recited, while Mr. Pratt and Mr. Richards
played piano duet ,arrangements of Brahm's Hungarian

Dances.
At the third meeting we were honoured to have Dr. VV.

E. Rowbottom, who gave us another-the third-of his most
instructive ]ecturcs, this time on romantic and classical
music, choosing as his examples the first movement of
Beethoven's Sonata No. 23 in F Minor, Chopin's Polonaise
in A flat Op. 53 and Liszt's Rhapsody No. H, which Dr.
Rowbottom played with his usual brilliance.

The Headmaster has been training a junior choir for
the Brigg Musical Festival and we wish them every Sl\CCCSS,
including too all the other boys who will be taking part in

the competitions. Early next term our own music competi-
tions will be held and we hope that boys have already begun
to prepare for them.

FOOTBALL NOTES.-SEASON 1933-34.

The 1st Xl have won fifteen of its eighteen games, one
of the remainder being drawn. This excellent record has
been achieved by the wholehearted team spirit of each
member of the side. We are proud of our performances
against the two Lincoln Schoo]s and Gai,nsborough these
games giving us six victories.

It i~ regrettable that the weather conditions prevented
us from meeting Caistor in the Autumn Term; this game,
however, was rearranged for the Easter Term, when we had
a somewhat weaker side and thus suffered our second defeat
of the season.

There has also been excellent team spirit in the 2nd XI;
this is proved by the fact that they are an undefeated side.

The Junior team has had rather an unfortunate season,
but they still continue to playas keenly as ever.

As we have now come to the eventide of our footba]]
season it is hoped that there will be as great Or even greater
success during the forthcoming Cricket season,
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1st XI MATCHES.

Feb. :Jrd.-v. Lincoln City School.
Team:- Kitchen; Howsam, Osgerby; Young, Sykes,

J., \Villerton; Eato, Mackinder, Codling, Grasar, Wright,
D. P.

Brigg won the toss and decided to kick with the wind.
Play was very fast and mostly in midfield, however, we soon
gained supremacy and Codling gave Brigg the lead. Lincoln
then scored and Mackinder replied for Brigg with a well-
placed shot.

After half-time Brigg roused themselves and soon estab-
lished a convincing lead through Eato and Mackinder. The
School team played with real enthusiasm and our defence
were able to keep well up field. The Lincoln forwards found
their shots skiifully dealt with by Kitchen. Sykes, J. and

, Willerton played well and intercepted most of the Lincoln
forwards' passes.

Brigg again rallied and Mackinder and Young obtained

further goals for Brigg before the final whistle blew.
Result :-Brigg 6, Lincoln 1.

.

Feb. 10th.-v. Clee Grammar School.
Team :-Kitchen; Howsam, Osgerby; Young, Sykes,

J., Willerton; Eato, Mackinder, Codling, Grasar, Wright,
D. P.

Kicking ,against the wind, Brigg kept the play in mid-

field and few opportunities were taken by forwards ill both
teams. Clee opened the scoring with a well-placed shot
in the top corner of the net, and Brigg found themselves
facing .a second defeat from the team on whom they hac!
sworn to be avenged.

Our defence then played wonderful football but the
forwards were unable to score for some time, until Cod]jng',
as a result of hard work, beat the Clee goalkeeper with his
head from a corner. This goal inspired the home for\\'.'1rc1~'
and the lead was increased by Eato (2) and Mackinder (2).

After the interval Brigg found themselves complete
masters of the game and further goals were added by the
forwards who now played with more combined spirit,
although their shooting was somewhat erratic. Clee then
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scored from a breakaway thus decreasing the lead before
the final whistle blew.

Result: Brigg 10, Clee 2.
Feb. 17th.-v. Gainsborough G.S.

Team :-Kitchen; Howsam, Osgerby; Young, Sykes,
J., vVillerton; £ato, Mackinder, Codling, Grasar, \Vright,
D. P.

Brigg won the toss but there was little advantage to

be gained, only a slight breeze was blowing across the pitch.
Play was very fast and Gainsbarough gave us an eariy

shock by scoring in the first five minutes; this was due to
a misunderstanding between aur full backs. After many
unfruitful efforts Codling finally found the net, with the
Gainsborough 'keeper aut of his goal. Play continued with
raids on both goals, with no result, until Gainsboraugh once
more took the lead, only for Brigg to equalisc through
Wright just before the interval.

.Brigg then took more of the game, aur defence playing
exceptionally well, keeping the Gainsborough forwards on
the centre line. Codling th~n scared from a breakaway
and £ato increased the lead. Gainsboraugh forwards made
a rally and beat Kitchen with a long shOot in the top carner
of the net. Brigg then rushed the Gainsborough full back,
wha turned the ball past his own gaalkeeper into the net,
making the final score :-Brigg 5, Gainsborough 3.

2nd XI MATCHES.

Feb. 3rd.-v. Scunthorpe Modern School, at Scunthorpc.

Brigg lost the toss and kicked against the wind. Scun-
thorpe gave us an early shock by scoring in the first few
minutes. Brigg then rallied, and Robinson scored from
the left wing. Play was mostly in mid-field, and both
forwards attacked withaut much result, till Rabinson added
a further goal just befare the whistle blew for half-time.

After the interval the opposing forwards attacked with
enthusiasm and scored two goals in quick succession. Our
backs kept well up the field, but the forwards, in spite of
many attempts, were unable to equalise, until Robinson

beat the Scunthorpe gaalkeeper with a dropping shot.
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Result: Brigg 3, Scunthorpe 3.

Team :-Thompson; Sykes, E. D., Stapleton; Atkin-
son, Marris, Porter; Campbell, Marshall, Dibben, Brown,
Robinson.

Feb. lOth.-v. Clee G.S. 2nd XI, at Clee.

Team :-Thompson; Sykes, Stapleton; Atkinson, Har-
rison, Marris; Campbell, Brown, Dibben, Peck, Robinson.

Clee won the toss, and Brigg kicked off against thc
wind and sun. The Brigg defence was at first unsafe
.against the continual attacks of the Clee forwards. From

a breakaway, Brown opened the scoring. ,This put con-
fidence into the Brigg eleven and Dlbben scored with a long
shot.

'Half-time: Brigg 2, Clee O.

Playing with' the wind and sun, Brigg overran their
opponents. Dibben (3), Brown, Peck (2) and Campbell

added to Brigg's score. Thus Brigg ran out easy winners.

Result: Brigg 9, Clee O.

Feb. 17th.-v. Gainsborough G.S. 2nd XI, at Brigg.

Team :-Thompson; Sykes, Stapleton; Atkinson, Har-
rison, Marris; Campbell, Marshall, Dibben, Brown, Pecic

,Brigg lost the toss and kicked off against a much

smaller team. When the game had been in progress for
two minutes, Dibben opened the scoring for Brigg. During
the rare breakaways of the Gainsborough forwards, Atkinson
found it very difficult to check the clever Gainsborough left
wing. Much interest was lost in the game owing to the
weakness of the opposing eleven, and half-time arrived with
the score:

Brigg 5, Gainsborough O.

The second half was a r.epetition of the first and the
sole interest in the game was whether Brigg would reach
double figures or not. In spite of the number of goals
scored against him, the Gainsborough goalkeeper played
a good game.

Result :-Brigg 10, Gainsborough O.
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AMBROSE APPLEJOHN'S ADVENTURE.
by Walter Hackett.

Lush... ... ... d Mr. Richards
Poppy Faire Miss Stewart

Agatha Whatcombe Miss Wilson
Ambrose Applejohn Mr. Knight
Anna Valeska Miss Lobley
Pengard Mr. Thumwood
Mrs. Pengard ... Miss Etherington
Ivan Borolsky Mr. Morris
Marie

"
Miss Turner

Dennet ... ... Mr. Henthorn
Johnny Jason Mr. Pimlott
Pirates Messrs. Dodd, Armstrong,

Henthorn, Cabourne, Richards, Pimlott,
Gaze, Lamb and Pratt.

Apart from the excellent acting, the reason why we
enjoyed the play so much was that we knew the actors so
well. Mr, Thumwood's futile efforts to cut Mr. Knight's
throat and Mr. Henthorn's polished Cockney accent were
certainly not wasted on the few members of the school
who did turn up. Apart from the usual loyal support from
the school house, the senior school was but thinly repre-
sented, but juniors came in crowds.

The first Act of the play is the weakest, but in spite
of this the excellent make-up and acting o£ Mr, Thumwood
and Mr. Morris served to neutralise some of the less
interesting parts. The play livened up when the secret
panel was discovered, and from then onwards the [un and
excitement were fast and furious. Anna Valeska, in a vivid
scarlet dress was v-cry good and gave us the correct im-
pression. Mr. Richards, in a minor part, was so good that
at times I wondered whether he was acting or not.

The success of the second Act was due to Mr. Knight,
Mr. Thumwood and Mr. Pratt. To Mr. Knight for obvious
reasons, because of the tremendous amount of work he
must have put into his part. Mr, Thumwood's performance

as a Chinaman was perfect, because of his attention to
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every detai], even to the extent of making his bare feet
dirty. Mr. Pratt was responsible for setting the words of

"Y o-ho-ho" to music, and the effectiveness of the opening
of this Act was due to the singing of this tune.

In the third Act everyone was good; they all had
opportunities, and took advantage of them. When the
curtain closed for the last time we were all sorry it had
finished, -even though several of us had seen it twice.

On behalf of the boys who saw and enjoyed the play,
I would like to thank all of the actors, also Mr. Lamb for
the trouble and sleepless nights which he has endured fo~
the excellent scenery, and Mr. Gaze, who remained behind
most of the time, but who was responsible for the production
of the play.

"And now," as Henry H!all says, "here's to the next
time," hoping that it will be soon, and as entertaining as
the last. I should li'ke to see Mr. Henthorn, Mr. Pimlott,
Mr. Richards, Miss Etherington and Miss Wilson in better
parts, which I am sure they deserve.

R. GAZE..
THE END..OF~TERM CONCER T

(December, 1933).

This last concert of 1933 was quite different from its
predecessors in that the vocal items were not altogether
confined to the masters; a solo was contributed by L.
Harrison, and some good part-singing by the Sixth, under
the leadership of Mr. Morris. NevertheJess, a pleasing
feature of the entertainment was the rendering of "The
Frog," "The Gos]ings," and various encores by the Staff.
The Orchestra played a Mazurka and V alse from
"Coppelia," by Delibes, and the famous BarcaroJ:e from

the" Tales of Hoffmann" by Offenbach. Its consistently
good performances are a tribute to the skill of Mr. Pratt,
especially when the natural weakness of the second violins
is taken into account.

However, the best part of the concert was the plays,
and in this respect Lower, Middle, and Upper School all
showed their ability. An amusing little allegorical sketch
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entitled" The Invisible Crown" was performed by Forms 1
and II, the diction of these small boys showing considerable
training: on the part of Mr. Cabourne.

Naturally, the Sixth Form play, under the able direction
of Mr, Morris, was the most finished performance of all,
and while the greater part of the selected scenes from

Moliere's" L'Avare" was unintelligible to the majority of the
audience, this was due in no way to the actors, but rather
to the difficult French. The acting reached a high standard,
particularly that of Wright as the miser, and of Watkinson
and Young as the clowns.

Nevertheless, the most generally appreciated item of
the whole afternoon was undoubtedly the rendering by the
Middle School of "The Dear Departed," a humorous sketch
of middle-class life, Mr. Abel Merryweather, a merry oid
gentleman, who is rather inclined to look on the wine when
it is red, is sleeping off the effects of the night before, but
he is assumed to be dead by the married daughter with
whom he resides. This is the basic motive of the play,
while affairs are further complicated by the advent of the
other daughter and family in mourning, and the impossible
situation is finally cleared up by the" resurrection" of Mr.
Merryweather. E. P. \i\Talker, as Mrs. Slater, made a
marvellous woman, and was ably supported by R. G.
Walker, his brother, as Mr. Slater. Athron, who seemed
of gigantic proportions compared with the rest of the cast,
was most amusing as Ben Jordan,

Enjoyable as have been these concerts in the past, it
must be admitted that this was the best so far, 'and let us
hope that the tradition of such will be worthily maintained
in the future.

THE FRENCH PLAY.

Much to the disgust of a great proportion of the boys
who visited the French play at Hlill this year, I have been
compelled by the less frivolous judgment of my superiors to
limit the report on this most important event in schoo]
activities to the ostensible object of the visit itself, namely,
the plays. Therefore, leaving the reader to wonder how
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the party of twenty, under the supervision of Mr. Morris,
covered the snowy waste to New Holland and crossed the
blue (?) main to Hull, we will straightaway turn our
attention to the lecture hall at Hull University.

The two plays which were being performed this year by
"Les Comediens de Paris" were" Gringoire," a comedy in
one act by Theodore de Banville, and the probably better-
known three-a:t "Medecin Malgre Lui" of Moliere. The
former, which was given first, created a ~avourable impres-

'Sion on the B.G.S. section of the audience at least, even the
younger members, who may not have understood much of
the dialogue, being greatly interested-a circumstance which
says much for the standard of the acting. Probabiy M.
Georges Adet, as Louis Xl, stood out ,among a very brilliant
company; his magnificent changes of attitude, from amiable

condescension to fierce anger, and especi,ally his superb
piece of acting near the end, g'ave ample proof of his powers
without his performance in the next play. He was admirably
supported by M. Gayanas Olivier Ie Daim and M. Bon-
villiers as Simon Fourniez, the rich merchant;, while M.
Hanel, in the title role of Gringoire, was second only to
Louis himself.

In "Le Medecin Malgre Lui," M. Adet again exhibited
his powers in the entirely different role o( Sganarelle (Lc
Medecin Malgre Lui). His tlioroughly French mannerisms
in the part, though no doubt of classical origin, nevertheless
delighted and amused his English audience. 'Here, too, M.
Guillon, as Lucas, created many laughs, both by his appear-
ance and by his entertaining diversions, while Mlle. Nivette,
as the nurse, and M. Assy as Leandre were admirable, the
one for her effective flirtations, and the other for the eloquent
use of his hands in his role as the galJ,ant, dashing, young
suitor. Some fables of La Fontaine, briHiantly recited by
the various players, wound up a very enjoyable entertain-
ment.

Again leaving the return journey to the imagination of

the reader, I will be content with sayiQg that the party,
highly satisfied with the return for its 4/10, reached Brigg

safe and. sound, after a universal vote of thanks to Mr.
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Morris, whose efficient organising had contributed so much
to the success of the trip. D. P. WRIGHT.

CRITICS.

The world is full of those who see

How' e'en the best might bctter be,
Who wish to modify or change,
To add, to check, or rearr.ange.

Who chide and blame, rebuke and scorn
The work of every genius born,
And tfiough long years he may have toiled,
Yet does his work not rest unsoiled.

For all, the world is just the same,
Each can be blamed, yet each can blame,
Each learns his faults, for all will teach,
Yet all is not at fault with each.

And so, if censured you should find
The output of your hand or mind,
Yield not, fatigued, to sad despair,
But smiling, stoop ye to repair.

'Tis only those who earn some thought
By words they said, or deeds they wrought,

Who find, among the praises due,
The prompter's word, the critic's view.

A.L.F.

MEMENTO MaRl.

Live not upon this earth fDr wealth and power,
Each avaricious thought being one of gain;
And trouble not if Heaven does not rain
Her blessings on your head each passing hour;
And should misfortune be your earthly dDwer.
Despair not that your efforts are in vain.
\Ve have no time to grumble and complain.
For life is shorter than a summer's shower.
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If in this world with riches we are blessed,
Or if our lives on others' wealth depend,
We tread the self-same path when laid to rest,
And serf ,and monarch meet the self-same end.
Your happiness and wealth are yet in store,
So envy not, and live contented, poor.

R. G. WALKER.

TO A SAUSAGE.

J turned it over with my fork;
Then lovingly I stroked it.
I kissed each particle of pork,
Then tenderly I poked it.
It nestled down behind a crumb,
I thought that I had lost it.
I sought it with a grimy thumb,
Then down my throat I tossed it.
Alas, it rav,aged my inside.
The devil had possessed it.
For weeks that sausage I defied,
Before I could digest it.

R. G. WALKER.

THE MODERN FILM II.
CAMERA MOVEMENTS.

A film is primarily a moving pattern imposed on nature.
It is governed pictoriaIly by the use of light and movement
in the creation of visual imag-es, and mentally by psychology
ill the creation of mental images.

Music and synchronised sound, used in counterpoint,
heighten the emotions of the spectator.

The silent film is essentiaIly an independent form of
expression, creating images in the mind of the spectator
by the help of linear design, contrast in light and shade,

metre, colour sensation, variations in light intensity, counter-
point, editing and cutting.

But there are at least four movements by which visual
images are imposed on a film :-
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1. The actual movements of players, animals, and
things (trains, cars, trees, lifts, shadows, clouds, smoke),
being the movements of the material photographed in a
single shot; these are the elements of pictorial composition.

2. The movement or mobility of the camera itself,
being such movements as panning, (the swing of the camera
on its own centre), travelling (horizontally, parallel with OJ"
at right-angles to the object being photographed), flying
(a passing shot from some oblique angle).

:3. The movement existing through time and space
between one visual image and the next in a progression of
shots on the screen, sometimes termed continu.ity.

4. The move'ment of the screen itself-the mag-nascope,

'or enlarged screen, and the triptych, with an ordinary central
screen, and a flanking screen on either side.

These are in turn dependent on camera movements.
The camera is as much an instrument of expression as the
pencil, the brush, or the etcher's needle.

I ts technique may be considered from four aspects:-
1. The position of the camera, and consequently the

angle from which the shot is taken.
2. The power of distorting and duplicating- movement.
3. The movement of the camera in order to include

other objects in its range, without change of scp.ne by
cutting, and without movement from the actual position.

4. The mobility of the camera in that it approaches,
retreats, or encircles the object that it is photographing-.

The difference between a close-up and a long--shot is
an elementary variation.

The Germans were the first to realise that a scene or
an object was more dramatic i( photog-r.aphed from a
position different from the usual eye-level.

The power of distortion is, however, the camera's
masterpiece from a boxful of tricks. The throwing of the
pictorial composition of a scene out of perspective emphasiscs
the mood of that scene.' The angle from which a shot is
taken must be controlled by the image that is being- visual-
ised, and not by the position of the camera. The mood of

a shot determines the position of the camera.
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Another
out of focus
a character.

Mirrors are used for the representation of subconscious
thoughts.

The projection of negative film instead of positive on
the screen gives reversed values, i.e.-white or black instead
of black or white. This was used very effectively in

Murmw's Diracula.
Other devices :connected with camera-movement are

!->lowmotion, (64 pictures per second), ultra-rapid motion,
(8 pictures per second), and abrupt cessation of movement.

All these are expressive of certain moods.
Camera-movement is justified in any direction and at

any speed so long as the reason for its movement is
expression of the dram.atic content of the theme. Its
motion can be forward and backward, from side to side,
or up and down. It can move horizontalIy, perpendicularly,
diagonally, circularly, and in endless combinations of these
actions in curved or straight movements. These move-
ments must again be controlied by the mood of the theme.

A.W.Y.

device is that ot throwing a scene deliberately
in order to denote the misty state of mind of

THE APPLICA TION

ART AND
OF SCIENCE
MUSIC.

TO

INTRODUCTION.

Science! The very word conjures up visions of fuming
test-tubes and smoking flasks, retorts sweating in the
vapours of the boiling liquids within them, and tubes hissing,
and belching out venomous jets of steam. What can this
science have to connect it with beautiful harmonies and
sequences that combine to givc us music, or with the medley
of light and shade, and colour, that is our art? We are
moved into the greatest depths of sympathy, we are
rnraptured by appealing melodies and harmonies of music.
We lose ourselves in the profundity of imagination as we
gaze upon the masterpieces of art. How can such lofty
sentiments be anything but remote {rom the choking fumes
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and turning wheels that characterise science?
Yet science is an interest of mankind which pervades his

every pursuit. In all branches of his learning and reason,
in his every pleasure and pastime, we find creeping in the
systems that science has taught him. Slowly is he
abandoning the fantasy which before ruled his actions. He
proceeds in all his advancements in obedience to some law
and creed, and subjects his mind rather to the order of
science than to the disorder of its own caprices. He has
delved within the intrioacies of that profound learning and
thence he has evolved formulae and rules. He flatters him-
self that he has learned the secrets of nature and, perceiving
the primtiveness of his own hallucinations, he introduces
science as a guide in his advancements. Indeed, the appli-
cation of science is but a stride to satisfy the yearning for
greater perfection.

Man has used his servant-science--even in music and
.art. Without the help of that servant, music would be as
a man blinded and maimed, for by her are musical
instruments constructed and designed to yield the best
results. Art, without her, would be devoid of its dyes and
pigments.

Indeed it is almost impossible to imagine civilised man
without this servant. Robbed of her, he would he deprived
of almost every comfort of which he can boast. vVe must
not, then, despise the mighty test-tube, for, though it be
enshrouded by offensive vapours, yet such js its motive as
none would censure. 1\. L. F.

THE NEWT.

When I was twelve years old I used to go to a school
several miles from here. The subject I hated most was
Natural History, because the person in the school whom the
Natur,al History master hated most was myself. He was

a little man with short fair hair, which looked as though it
would never respond to the hardest brushing. His name
was Simpkins and he had two bad habits: one was of
standing on his left leg and dangling the right aimlessly

'about, and the other was of giving me lines.
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One day in the very early summer he gave me two
hundred lines; I forget what it was for, but, needless to say,
it was not my fault. At the end of afternoon school I was
irritab1c: I had eaten too many sweets, I had a big red boil
on my neck which throbbed and rubbed against my collar,
and I also had 200 lines to do. To make matters worse,
the afternoon was very hot and two monster flies kept buzzing
round my head. I went for a walk down a shady lane
bordered by old willow trees, and emerged by a low red
brick wall. A dr,ain, about four feet wide and quite deep,
ran along the foot of the wall and the sun, shining on it,
enabled me to see the bottom as clearly as if there had been
no water there at all.

On the point of tears, I sat down on the bank of the
clear stream and g;azed into its depth. Suddenly a little
puff of mud rose from the bottom of the stream and some

weeds stirred, then all of a sudden a big fat male newt
appeared and floated up to the surface. I knew it was a
male newt because I had written an essay on newts for old
Simpkins for an imposition. He reached the surface, and
opening his mouth, let a large bubble come out. I began to
compare him with old Simpkins, the black beady eyes and
waving tail, which resembled Simpkins' pendant leg,
reminded me more and more of that gentleman. Suddenly I
felt sleepy-" I wish I was a newt. . . I wonder if old Simp-
kins has a speckled belly too."

When I woke up, everything was dark until I noticed
something near me like a huge waving bush, instinctively
I moved towards it and then I realised my wish had been
granted-I was a newt. I no longer felt full of chocolate
and acid drops, I nQ longer felt a throbbing pain in my
neck, there were no flies buzzing round my head and no
two hundred lines to do. All I could see of the hot summer
day was a blue circle overhead. I opened my mouth and
watched a glassy bubble go sailing up to that blue circle:
I followed it. All of a sudden-swish-and I was struggling
in a net and two fat fingers were r,eaching down for me.
They grasped me and I found myself looking into old

Simpkins' face. Then I understood: I had seen newts in
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pans in the lab, lying with their stomachs cut open from
the dissecting knife of old Simpkins-better have chocolates,
boils, lines and flies by the thousand than be dissected, but
it was too late--old Simpkins grinned and then-and then
I woke up.

I was still sitting beside the bank on a hot day with too
much chocolate in my inside and 'a pain in my neck with

two busy flies in attendance: the newt was still resting with
its yellow belly upwards and its black eyes fixed on nothing:
I thought it was dead, but as I moved, it disappeared in a
flash and was lost to view in the weeds, leaving me and
two buzzing flies looking at a ripple on the smooth surface
of the stream. R.G.

BOY SCOUTS.

I do not know whether the editor wil! be glad or
annoyed, now that I have boldly come forward to steal a
corner of his magazine. (Excuse my metaphor-I know
that Scouts have corners, but I'm not sure about circulars
like magazines). I am wondering whether he will regard
us, collectively, as a friend to all and a brother to every
other Scout, or as a fiend to all and a bother. . . .

The spirit of Scouting is amongst us and, judging from
the bursting enthusiasm of about a dozen boys, it seems
that it has come to stay. You just ask the boys. Ask
A.G.W. or H.W. or any of the other four vV's-or myself.
I was told tha t Wordsworth once wrote a poem, "We aloe

Seven." Well, we can go one better (figuratively) than
Wordsworth and say, "We are Eleven."

The Wolf and the Owl are the names of our Patrols.
Very nice-sounding names, don't you think, and appropriate?

Weare just a little suspicious that the Owls had some strong'
motive in calling themselves such. Wc rather suspect that
the P.L., for one, was feeling bored at being a day-boy for
six days a week and, in a reckless moment, thought it
would be fine to change into a night-bird on Tuesdays and
Fridays. And as for the big bad Wolves, I warn you, keep
your distance when they are hot on the trail. I know they
hunger for food at mealtimes but, outside mealtimes, they
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are the very demons for lapping up arrows and stones and
messages under stones, and more stones.

Lord Baden-Powell must be a wonderful man, one in a
thousand, probably one in a million. As Chief Scout he is
the inspiration of all Scouts and Scouters. He-" Excuse
me," you will say, "but what has all this got to do with
a report of the 2nd Brigg Troop?" I must confess I don't
really know. Propaganda, you ask? Well, perhaps it is.

On the night of Friday, March 16th, we celebrated-in
the manner that rall good Scouts celebrate, of course. The
occasion was our meeting for the first time in uniform. As
both Owls and Wolves looked far too spick and span, too
clean-skinned and uncomfortable to be Scouts, the A. S. M.
and myseltl decided to Lay a trail for tbem in Big School
(unknown to the Lindsey Education Committee and the
Governors). After a good half-hour's crawling under desks
and in desks, on stomachs and vice-versa, they looked quite
a respectable Scout Troop. That was merely half of our
act of celebration, however. We also formally baptised
our three "babes," RH., H.W. and A.G.W., or, in Scouting
parlance, held the Investiture of three Tenderfoots (-and

I want no criticism of the plural, please).
On Wednesday night, March 7th, Doctor Holme kindly

came along and demonstrated what ought to be done in the
case of injury after an accident, attempted hara-kiri or a
fight. We received a good grounding in I"eviving half-

drowned persons. Doctors and dictionaries describe the act
by a word something like" ressussitaishun," but, as we

Scouts can never spell it the same way twice, I purposely
omitted it. We also learned how to bandage limbs. J
r('cent]y had a letter from the Commissioner for Lindsey,
Major Wilson, and expect he will pay us a visit this week.

I am sure that we owe much to Mr. A. J. Mason.
His help has been invaluable at a time when sound scouting
experience was needed. We wish him success with the 1st
Brigg Troop.

As soon as every member of the present Troop has
qualified ,as a Second Class Scout, then we hope to make a

few additions to our number and, in time, bring our patrols
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up. to four. The Grammar School Troop consists at the
moment of the following:-

S.M. C. Armstrong.
A.S.M. A. T. Dodd.

Wolf Patrol. Owl Patrol.
P.L. 1. A. H; Walker, P.L. 1. T. Athron,

2. 1. W. Wright, 2. R. G. Walker,
3. H. P. Br,amhill, 3. R. D. Watkinson,
4. A. G. Welch, 4. J. D. Barber,
5. B. Hepworth. 5. H. Wright.

C.A.

THE UNITY OF ART & SCIENCE.

Science has spread her influence over the whole of the
civilised world, and even barbarism has teJt her power.
Perhaps from the mouth of someone beholding the wonderful
dam at Assuan, the expression has involuntarily burst forth,

"How wonderful is Science. II Yet where has this science
sprung from? Undoubtedly from some imaginative and

creative faculty, from poetry in its widest sense. But Art,
110t only Science, has sprung from this creative faculty. We
shall, therefore, have much difficulty in applying one to the
other where we realise that both have the same parent. In
the first place, most of the things we consider as products
of science are artistic as well; clocks, cars, g,as-brackets,
door-knockers and microscopes are not modelled for utility
only; they also represent some attempt to please the eye,
and to conform with the principles of art. Bournville's
('hocolate factory and the Shredded Wheat factory are worth;
subjects of the artist's brush.

Proficiency at Latin is taken as a test of ability in com-
merce and industry. An industrialist often has to apply
his knowledge of languages, if he is a foreign represantative,
for instance. The student of biology, chemistry, physiology,
hygiene and medicine must have some knowledge of Latin

to understand the Latin names employed. Every business
man must be able to express himself concisely and with a
certain degree of literary skill in his language. The social
sciences, that is, sociology, politics, economics and education

cannot be considered without some reference to history.
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But perhaps this list is b~coming wearisome, and I now
direct attention to the question, what is the real aim of
science? Some scientists would reply, to discover the final
truth of matter's existence. But the final truth can never
be realised by discovery, but only by faith, and it is before
us already in the life of Christ. On the other side of the
scale it might be said that the real aim of science is utility,
that is, an increase of the advantages and comforts of the -
civilised world. Perhaps so, to a certain extent; but does
not a strictly utilitarian view of science take away its magic?
I can see no other aim for science than one which is itself
closely linked up with all that is best in the arts, the search
for beauty and the realisation of Love. Darwin is one of
the few gr.eat scientists of the world, and cruelty to the
creatures he made it his life's work to study was almost the
only thing that could arouse him to anger.

"I used to like to hear him admire the beauty of a
flower;" says his son; "it was a kind of gratitude to the
Hower itself, and a personal love for its delicate form and
colour. "

But this search for beauty is expressed in the sculptures
of Michael Angelo, the paintings of Raphael, and the statues
of ancient Greece; the magic pen of Shakespeare wrote,

" There's nothing we can call our own but love." W ords-
worth gently exhorts us:

"Never to gain our pleasure or our pride
From sorrow of the meanest thing that feels."

To aid a realisation of the beautiful, the good, and the manly,
a realisation of all that is highest and holiest and noblest,
surely all knowledge has no greater aim than this, an aim
which is shared by the Arts and the Sciences alike, and an
aim which a scientist oan achieve with greater ease, if he
has first caught the spirit of it from Rembrandt, Tasso and
Spenser. R.W.

ENGLISH CHURCH ARCHITECTURE.

England is rich in beautiful churches. Throughout its
broad acres are studded many beautiful edifices wbich soar
heavenwards in all their maJesty. There is scarcely a village
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without its old grey church, and there is scarcely a church
without some striking example of the Gothic art o~ old.
Almost every ancient stone edifice is a picture in stone, of
the patience and art of our forefathers.

English church architecture began with the Saxons.
They built their first churches of wood, and even yet an
example exists at Greenstead, in Essex. But wood is easily
burned. For this and other reasons, the Saxons looked for
sturdier materials with which to build. They turned to
stone. Their stone erections were at first very crude. They
realised too well the weakness caused in a wall by a window
or a door, and around every aperture, which they made as
small as possible, they reinforced the walls to a very great
thickness. Oiled linen was then used where we use glass.
The windows were round, and the doors were sman and had
rounded summits. The triangular form of door was a later
development and came, as did the triangular window, only
when the builders had initiated themselves sufficiently in the
arts of construction to introduce symptoms of art into the
work. They made somewhat quick strides and sought to
decorate the external face of their buildings. They initiated
in stone the designs formed by the beams of their wooden
churches, and so arOSe the familiar pilaster strips, the" long
and short work and the herring-bone work which mark any
church, possessing these features, as a fine example of Saxon
architecture.

But in the conquest of Britain in 1066, Saxon art and
architecture met its end. Norman builders-and the Normans
were great builders-swamped the land. They had
developed to a fine degree their architecture, ,and rather
despised the primitive methods of Saxon builders. Indeed
during the Norman reign, although many new Norman
churches were built, scarcely was a stone added to the work
of the Saxons. It is noticeabk how that churches containing
Saxon work, seldom can boast any Norman art. But in
itself, Norman architecture is extremely beautiful. It is
solid, or rather appears so (far often the solid walls are but
shells filled with earth) but yet, despite its extreme solidity,
it has lost the crude appearance of Saxon work. The arches
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are almost invariably round, but they are not plain. They
are ornamented with zig-zags of all natures. The" Shark's
tooth" design was a latcr style of such decoration.. The
advanoes that the Saxons made are very small compared
with the strides taken by the Normans, for their style lasted
for much lcss than a century. They did not confine them-
selves to the" wood-work" designs of the Saxons. They
raised little arches upon the waJ]s and interlaced them. But
their greatest ornamentation lies in their portals. They made
the walls to taper away into the doorway, as have all the
following architects, and filled the tapered surface with row
upon row of different zig-zag ornaments. Within the church
they introduced the pillar, making the capital of the peculiar

"cushion" style. They designed the vault by crossing semi-
cvlinders.

But the Norman style of architecture was short-lived.
The pointed arch arose, whence we know not. We believe
it originated from the interlaced circuJar arches Or by
cramping the stretched crossed arches caused by the crossing

of semi-cylindrical vaults. But immediately the point had
been introduced, it was developed to the extreme. The
Norman style was immediately followed by the Early
English style which is characterised by soaring arches and

the tall lancet windows. Just as the Norman style
developed the arch and doorway, so the Early English
style developed the window. The Norman windows
were single apertures, terminated in their upper extremity
by a semi-circular arch. This was first changed into a
pointed arch. Then the lancets so produced were placed
side by side with but a thin mullion between them. Thus
they beoame grouped into a window of two or more lights.
The Early English style did not only develop the window,
it changed the sturdy pillar of the Normans into a delicate
pillar surrounded by several small ones. Thus arose the

"clustered" pillars. It introduced floral decorations into the
cushion capital, and" Dog-tooth" flowers into the arches.

There is no sharp distinction which marks the end of
the Eiarly Eng1ish, and the beginning of the decorated period:
each style lasted roughly for a century. The decorated style
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introduced geometric designs into the grouped window, that
the Early English style left. The designs of the period arc
all simply geometric and regular.

The Decorated or Geometric Period seemed to make no
r,eal advances as did the pr,evious styles; and yet it left us

the famiJiar window of three or even as many as seven lights,
and the buttress with its niche and sculpture. It cleared the
arches of the decorations and left them and the pillars with
regular unvaried forms, which strongly suggest that
mechanism was employed in the carving.

From the decorated style evolved one of flowing lines
of tracery. The regular designs in the apex of the decoraterl
window assumed a flowing form, which because of the fl.ame-
like shape of the lights so formed, was called the Flamboyant
style. But this was not pursued in England. It was
deserted almost as soon as it had arisen. It was developed
to all its beauty in France, while the British Architects
evolved a style which has lived since then unaltered. This
style is the perpendicular style and is so called because of
the many vertical and horizontal lines introduced into the
tl1acery. The Church had realised the need for economy and
the Perpendicular style gave both beauty and economy. In
its reign, and it is still reigning, have arisen the pinnacle
and the cornice, and the four centre arch. The termination
of lights by a series of circular arches has replacf'Cj the
pointed termination. Square-top windows without tracery
have also come into being. A.L.F.
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